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Spring Has Sprung

Different Ways Writers Make Money

There are a variety of ways we all make money as writers. Until we hit the big time

that is. Some of us have full-time jobs, others have partners who support us, and

still others takes outside jobs like freelancing, virtual assistance, audio narrators,

copywriters, ghostwriting and more. That is the main reason why I have so many

different websites because each one represents a passion that I have and a

business I hope to be able to make a comfortable living off of for the next several

years. So, when you visit my Southern Dragon Publishing website there is a page

of services that I provide for other authors. If you visit my online bookstore you will

see some of my creative designs on merchandise as well as a growing collection

of nice used books and eBooks. I ghostwrite for a company in England (getting

lots more writing experience). I created an online profile on UpWork with special

package offers and I have even registered as a service provider on Reedsy. In this

day and age we are all learning new skills, wearing a wide variety of different hats

but still trying to pursue our passion for writing and telling stories. I wish you well in

the coming weeks. Stay strong and keep working it.
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SDP is Podcasting

Southern Dragon Publishing is in the

process of creating a podcast for writers

and readers that will be hosted on

Apple. You just never know what we will

be getting up to - READ MORE

Our Online Bookstore on

YouTube

Jolene's Online Bookstore has been

sprucing up their very own YouTube

Channel - CLICK HERE TO VIEW
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We have several paperback copies of

my books available on my online

bookstore. Just add a note when you

order and I will be happy to autograph it

before I mail it out. Click on the picture to

the left to be taken over there for your

purchase.
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We are in the process of creating a new line of weekly and daily calendar books.

All with the same leather look design on the outside and with helpful forms you

can use throughout the year to help you in your business and personal life. We

are using a different printer to get the lovely spiral bound book and they are doing

the paperback version as well. We are trying Ingram Spark for the hardback

edition. You can order directly from our bookstore now.
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